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What is it?

Cell and Gene Therapies (CGTs) have 

emerged as one of the fastest 

growing sectors within the Life 

Sciences industry. The CGT supply 

chain is more complex than 

traditional pharma, – requiring more 

stakeholders and touchpoints. 

Organizations can simplify and 

orchestrate this end-to-end journey 

using CGT Vantage.

Realize the potential benefits of CGT Vantage:

A software-as-a-service solution designed to orchestrate the end-to-
end patient treatment journey for cell and gene therapies.

What does it enable?

• CGT manufacturers to configure workflows for clinical trials and 

commercial therapies, manage manufacturing schedules, and 

provide real-time updates to therapy orders.

• Health Care Providers to refer, enroll, schedule, and order 

therapies for their patients across manufacturers and therapies; 

monitor and orchestrate patient journeys with COI and COC 

tracking through drug product infusion.

• Ecosystem partners to engage and seamlessly integrate to 

provide insights on the value-added services offered by them as 

part of the patient treatment journey

Provider Manufacturer Ecosystem Partners
Provides standardized API’s for 

integrations into external systems to 

streamline the data exchange and 

provide operational transparency 

across the patient treatment 

journey.

Allows manufacturers to launch 

multiple therapies quickly, ensure 

operational transparency, and 

reduce time to market while 

providing complete tracking of COI 

and COC across the patient 

treatment journey.

Provides access to a single, 

standardized portal to schedule 

patient treatments regardless of 

therapy or manufacturer.
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What this means for organizations:

Standardized, configurable portal  
From subject referral, to enrollment, and order 

management, the standardized user interface for 

providers serves as a foundation for all CGT 

business process workflows while being 

configurable by the manufacturer at a therapy level. 

COI & COC management
A standardized process for generation of Chain 

of Identity (COI), barcoding, and labels, including 

tracking of Chain of Custody (COC) with all stake 

holders and easy COC report generation.

Flexible journey milestones
Provide flexible workflows for different types 

of variations in the patient journey. 

Manufacturers can then set up milestones as 

individual touchpoints on the patient 

treatment journey.

Secure, scalable, cloud based
Hosted on AWS Cloud, this Software-as-a-

Service solution is fully managed and 

operated by Deloitte, with multi-tenant 

capabilities that are GxP- and HIPAA-

compliant

Standardized integrations
Data exchanges to and from manufacturers 

and other ecosystem partners are handled 

using industry leading  API patterns.

Flexible model
As a modularized product, the platform 

enables manufacturers to subscribe to 

specific modules that best support their 

business processes.
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Start the conversation

Visit www2.deloitte.com/us/CGTVantage for more information
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